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with same table as a left join gives undefined method `count' I am building a gem, and as a
reference for users, I wanted to show the frequency of words used, and the corresponding page

where it appeared. I have a model Post which has_many :tags (as a 1:many relation). Then in my
view, I define a method to get the frequency. | "> View post And then this is the controller method to
calculate the frequency: def frequency @post = Post.find(params[:id]) @tags = Hash.new(0) @posts

= Post.find(params[:id]) tags = @post.tags # Split the tags array into tags and unassociated tags
tag_array = tags.split(",") # Create a Hash so we can store each frequency of words that correspond

to the tag in the @tag_array @tag_array.each do |tag| hash = Hash.new(0) # get the associated
posts for each tag hash[tag] = Post.where
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